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Messier 16, the Eagle Nebula
Imaged with the MIRA 36-inch telescope
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Sunday, July 21, 2:30-4:00pm Free tour of  the
Oliver Observing Station. Open to the public but
reservations are required; call 883-1000.

Sunday, August 25, 2:30-4:00pm Free tour of  the
Oliver Observing Station. Open to the public but
reservations are required; call 883-1000.

On the Cover
by Dr. Arthur Babcock

On 19 July 2009, I went to the Oliver Observing
Station with four MIRA high-school and college interns.
While our interns are most usually involved in assisting
MIRA astronomers with original research, since 2002 it has
been our custom when possible to make a “pretty picture”
that can serve as a souvenir of  the interns’ summer at
MIRA. Interns involved in this observing session were
Thomas Bohn, Cindy Chu, Jennifer Lei, and Victor Zarate.
(“Pretty pictures,” unlike science images,  are in color.)

A well-known Hubble Space Telescope image of  part
of  this area was entitled “M16: Pillars of  Creation,” and
was the Astronomy Picture of the Day on 22 July 2012.
The “creation” in question is the formation of  young stars
from gas and dust in the “elephant trunks” apparent in the
lower left part of the image.

Sunday, August 11, evening. Friends of  MIRA
Perseid night at the Oliver Observing Station. Limited to
current members of  the Friends of  MIRA. Reserva-
tions are required; call 883-1000.

With the arrival of  summer interns, the number of  folks working at the Hamming Astronomy Center rises, as this
snapshot of the parking lot attests. By the end of the summer, we will have had a total of eight high-school and college
interns, a record number.

MIRA’s Amateur Club
Amateur astronomers in the area have been expressing

interest in MIRA’s amateur club, once known as the Astro-
nomical Society of the Central Coast, later as the MIRA
Observers Group. The club has been largely inactive in
recent years.

We invite interested amateurs to a meeting on Thursday,
August 1, at 7pm at the Hamming Astronomy Center to
discuss reactivating the club. The discussion will be led by
Tami Huntley and Arthur Babcock.
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On 16 June of  this year, the “Astronomy Picture of  the
Day”, aka APOD, celebrated its 18th anniversary.  Wow!
That means they’ve presented over 6500 of some of the
most amazing pictures of parts of our Universe, both large
and small.  In case you’ve missed it, you can find APOD at
http://apod.nasa.gov

I’m writing this on the summer solstice and their picture
for this day is a multiple exposure of a sunset over the
Tyrrhenian Sea off  the coast of  Italy.  The photographer has
cleverly included himself silhouetted against the wall of a
mediaeval castle on the other side of  the bay.  Even though
the site is a NASA site, most of the pictures come from
other sources, many from private individuals.

Some images come from some of  the world’s largest
telescopes or spacecraft near and far.  Others come from
amateurs with small telescopes or even handheld cameras.
Many are small videos, like the one on 6 June of this year,
that compares the sizes of  stars.  The web site has a com-
plete listing of all the APODs over the years with fairly
descriptive titles so browsing through, well, thousands of
images is about as easy as it could be.

Astronomers spend a lot of time looking at the local
sky – for obvious reasons, we’re always watching the
weather – and APOD reflects that preoccupation with

Astronomy Picture of  the Day
by. Dr. Wm. Bruce Weaver

many weather, lightning, and aurora pictures.  A video of  an
awesome swirling super-cell over Texas is set to music.  Of
course, storms on Saturn and Jupiter are covered as well.
Volcanoes on Io, Mars, and Earth make frequent appear-
ances.  Mt Etna, in Sicily, has several entries; I like the one on
31 March 2003 which shows a nighttime eruption and the
lights from two nearby cities, all framed by the night sky.

Not all images are astronomy and weather-related.
One of my favorite images is the color-enhanced image, on
6 March of this year, of a millimeter-long tardigrade
crawling on a bit of  moss.  These amazing creatures can
survive temperatures near absolute zero or well above that
of  boiling water.  Some even survived being outside the
orbiting Space Shuttle!  Why did they make a visit to
APOD?  They may be as close to an “alien” creature as any
yet discovered on Earth.

Some watch APOD every day.  Since it is so easy to
check out the images from the previous few days, I peek in
every week or so to catch up and then jump back a few
years to check out a few of  the previous offerings.  Like a
great art museum – and it is the great art of nature – it is
best appreciated in measured doses.

A classic astronomy image: the far side of the Moon as imaged by
Apollo11. Most of  the APOD images are in color, but, unfortunately,

the MIRA Newsletter isn’t.

Dough boy or water bear? These tiny alien-like creatures, tardigrades,
are more populous on Earth than people. Almost immune to radiation,
cold, vacuum, and able to go decades without food or water, they may
be the ideal space voyagers. Image credit: Nicole Ottawa and Oliver
Meckes/Eye of Science.
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The arrival of a comet from the cold reaches of space
can be one of  the more spectacular astronomical events.
Comets reveal themselves in visible light by their white
dusty tails curving gracefully away from the Sun along with
delicate blue gas tails oriented along the solar radius vector.

The gas tail (or ion tail) is formed by molecules
vaporized from the comet nucleus and ionized by solar
ultraviolet radiation (see NASA photo on the right). These
ions are strongly affected by the magnetic field carried by
the solar wind, and always point outward from the Sun.
The characteristic blue color of the gas tail is due to ionized
carbon monoxide.

The particles in the dust tail, typically of micron size,
are coupled to the high velocity (hundreds of meters per
second) gas outflow from the nucleus. The trajectories of
these small particles are very sensitive to solar radiation
pressure, and that causes the dust tail to become curved as
the comet moves about the Sun. Dust tails have been
observed to extend for millions of  miles across the sky.

  The debris trail (or dust trail) consists of large
(millimeter to centimeter size) grains emitted from the
nucleus at low velocities ( a few meters per second), and are
poorly coupled to the gas outflow. These grains are rela-
tively insensitive to radiation pressure, and thus remain close
to the comet’s orbit. Debris trails have been observed to
extend over a significant portion of the orbits of short-
period comets, are progenitors of meteor streams, and are

the principal means by which comets lose mass.

Debris trails are very difficult to observe in visible light
due to the large size, low reflectivity, and small space density
of  the trail grains. Comet dust tails and ion tails were
reported long before Aristotle (circa 300 BC) coined the
name “comet” for his “long- haired stars”.  The Infrared
Astronomical Satellite (IRAS) discovered the first 8 debris
trails of  known periodic comets in 1983, while performing
an all-sky survey in the infrared. Although debris trails
reflect little sunlight, they are heated by the sunlight and re-
radiate thermal energy in the infrared spectral region where
they may be readily observed by space-based telescopes.
The picture on the left is the IRAS observation of  the first
debris trail discovered, Comet 10P/Tempel 2. The bright
white oval blob is the comet with its dust tail. The narrow
contrail-like white line is the debris trail, seen to extend both

MIRA and the Trail of  Debris
by Dr. Russ Walker

Fig. 1. NASA photo showing parts of a comet.

Fig. 2. IRAS image of a comet debris trail.
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ahead (short segment) and behind the comet.  The Wide-
field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE), launched in De-
cember, 2009, completed its cryogenic infrared survey of
the entire sky at the end of September, 2010.  WISE
observed in four infrared spectral bands centered at 3.4,
4.6, 12, and 22 microns, the latter two bands being particu-
larly sensitive to thermal emission from dust in the inner
solar system.  During this period WISE observed dust
emission from many comets and their debris trails. Comet
65P/Gunn, shown in the 12-micron MIRA/WISE picture
below, exhibits a bright coma and tail structure, and a

narrow trail of debris leading it in its orbit.
The 65P/Gunn debris trail was observed by
WISE to extend more than 20 degrees
behind the comet.

On April 11th and 12th MIRA hosted a
meeting of astronomers interested in
forming a collaboration to reduce and
analyze the WISE observations of  comet
debris trails. Attending were: Drs. Mark
Sykes and Pasquale Tricarico from the
Planetary Science Institute, Tucson, Arizona;
Drs. James Bauer and Rachel Stevenson
from NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
Pasadena, California; and Dr. Russ Walker
from MIRA.  As WISE scanned the sky, it
serendipitously observed the orbits of  many

comets, some with bright trails close to the Sun and some
too far from the Sun to be detected. The WISE debris trail
observations are potentially extensive; sampling the orbits
of 421 Jupiter Family Comets (comets in orbits that result
from interactions with Jupiter) at distances where it is
reasonable to expect a useful trail detection. The task of
extracting information from these observations is challeng-
ing. More than 124,000 frame-sets, each having 8 WISE
images, must be identified, retrieved from the WISE
database, and analyzed.

By summing the radiance of the trail at common
distances from the comet, we can measure the profile of
the trail radiance and from it derive: (1) the velocity of the
grains normal to the plane of  the orbit, and the distribution
of grains along the plane of the orbit, (2) the temperature
and space density of the grains, (3) the mass of the trail
interior to the total spatial extent of  the observations, (4)
the size and age of the trail particles, (5) the rate that comets
lose mass in the form of  trail debris, (6) the ratio of  dust
to gas in the comet, and (7) important clues to where and
when the comet was formed and the composition of  the
primordial solar nebula. Studies of comet debris trails also
give us new insight into the nature of the composition of
comets and their role in the formation and maintenance of
the zodiacal dust cloud.

The consensus of the meeting was that MIRA should
lead the data reduction and analysis by identifying frame-
sets and producing trail profiles. PSI will help with extrac-
tion of frame-sets and develop dynamical models for each
comet trail. JPL will focus on the comet’s nucleus and coma
to define the initial conditions for trail formation.

Fig. 3. MIRA/WISE image of comet 65P/Gunn.

From left to right, Drs. Stevenson, Walker, Sykes, Tricarico, and Bauer meet in the
Reading Room of  MIRA’s Hamming Astronomy Center. Photo by Dr. Bruce Weaver.
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The Summer Sky
by Rod Norden

The summer of  2013 brings us our months of  warm
clear nights (unless you live on the coast).  The Summer
Triangle is rising in the early evening as summer begins, and
the star clouds of  the Milky Way from Cygnus to Sagit-
tarius will be in view all night long. Everyone’s favorite
planet, Saturn, begins the period east of the meridian as
darkness falls, perfectly placed for evening viewing.

One of my
favorite summer
constellations is
Ophiuchus.  It is
located between and
above my other
summer special star
groups, Scorpius and
Sagittarius.  The
ecliptic plane passes
through Ophiuchus,
meaning that
Ophiuchus ought to
be one of the signs
of the Zodiac, and
astrologers recently
acknowledged this
fact.  To the east is
the head of the
serpent, Serpens
Caput, and to the
west is the serpent’s
tail, Serpens Cauda.
Ophiuchus is home
to seven Messier
globular clusters, and
several special stars.
It is very rewarding
to scan leisurely through this large constellation with
binoculars or a wide-field telescope.

Located near the center of Ophiuchus are a pair of
Messier globulars, M10 and M12.  They are only 3.2
degrees apart, and so both will fit into the field of view of
most binoculars. They are among the closest globulars to
the Earth (about 15000 light years away) and can be
resolved with telescopes of moderate size.  I can just begin
to see faint stars in M10 with my 4” refractor and fairly
dark skies.  M19 is the farthest from Earth, only 5000 light

years closer than the galactic center, and our view is strongly
affected by the intervening dust and gas.  M62 is almost as
close to the center, and appears elongated, perhaps by
gravitational attraction.

Perhaps the most special star in Ophiuchus is Barnard’s
Star, the fourth closest to Earth at six light years and the star
with the largest proper motion.  It moves across the sky at

more than 10 arc
seconds per year, so
that its position can
be seen to change in
just a few years with
careful plotting.  I
first saw it almost
50 years ago, and it
is almost a minute
of arc from where
I first marked it in a
1960s-era photo-
graph.  It is a red
dwarf that appears
as a 10th magnitude
star.

Another special
star is Alpha
Ophiuchi, also
known as Ras
Alhague, Arabic for
the “the head of the
serpent charmer or
collector.” It is one
of the faster
rotating stars in the
sky, moving at 240
kilometers per

second at its equator compared to the Earth’s rotational
velocity of 0.465 kilometers per second.  This is more than
half a million miles an hour, and the rotation gives the star
an enormous equatorial bulge.  While this speed seems
amazing, many stars of similar size and composition also
rotate almost as rapidly.

The last star I will discuss is known as Kepler’s Star,
which appeared in Ophiuchus in 1604 and was brighter
than all stars and planets except Venus.  Johannes Kepler
observed it for a year, and the star was visible in the

Messier 10, a globular cluster in Ophiucus.
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daylight for three weeks.  It is the most recent supernova in
the Milky Way visible to the naked eye.  A supernova even
brighter appeared in November 1572 and was observed
by Tycho Brahe.  Supernova 1987A exploded in the Large
Magellanic Cloud on the periphery of  the Tarantula Nebula
and was only magnitude 3 at its brightest.  We are well
overdue for another in the Milky Way, hopefully not too far
from Earth.  I can’t wait!

Planets

Mercury begins the period in the evening sky a few
degrees east of  Venus until it reaches inferior conjunction
on 9 July.  After this date, Mercury becomes visible in the
morning sky and offers the best view for us in the North-
ern Hemisphere in early August.  It reaches superior
conjunction on 24 August.

Venus becomes visible low in the west after sunset in
May.  Because of  the poor angle of  the ecliptic with the
horizon for us above the equator, Venus gradually emerges
from the Sun’s glare during the period.  Oddly, the waxing
crescent Moon passes close to Venus on the 10th of  every
month over the summer.

Mars remains visible low in the ENE in the morning
sky throughout the period.  Mars is on the southern edge
of  M35 on the mornings of  16 and 17 July.

Jupiter reaches conjunction with the Sun on 19 June
and emerges into the morning sky over the summer.
During the last week of July and the first week of August,
Jupiter appears above Mars and Mercury very low in the
eastern sky before sunrise.

Saturn begins the period east of  the meridian at dusk
and remains very well placed for viewing just east of Spica.
We are looking at the north side of  Saturn’s rings, and their
angle gradually widens from 18 to 22 degrees during 2013.
Look for Cassini’s division in the rings and watch the
varying motion of its brighter moons, including Titan,
which is visible in very small telescopes.  Use planetarium
software to see the positions and brightness of several of
its larger moons.

Uranus rises gradually earlier during the night located
in Pisces, positioned for viewing around midnight.

Neptune reaches opposition on 27 August.  At this
time it appears as a very small greenish disk (2.4 arc sec-
onds) located nine light hours from Earth.

Pluto remains faint in crowded Sagittarius until it
reaches opposition on 2 July at magnitude 14.2. On 14 July
it will appear 3.3 arc minutes below the 11th magnitude
globular cluster called Palomar 8. You can ignore this

information unless you have a very large telescope; the
Palomar globular clusters are quite faint.  This might be my
last description for the designated dwarf planet.  It will
always be a planet to old folks like me, but the downgrade
to dwarf planet makes sense.

Meteor Showers

The dependable Perseid meteor shower comes to
maximum on 11-12 August.  The zenithal hourly rate
(ZHR) can be 60 to 100 under perfect conditions.  The
Moon sets after midnight and will not interfere with
observing the fainter meteors.  The Perseid radiant is viably
observable from about 10:30 PM local time onwards, and
it gains altitude throughout the night, so chances of seeing
numbers of meteors are good.  Remember that many of
the meteors are faint so the darker your sky, the more
“shooting stars” you will see.

Comets

Comet C/2011L4 (PanSTARRS) begins the period as
an 8th magnitude comet in the Little Dipper and moves to
northern Boötes. It gradually fades to 11th magnitude in
September as it enters Corona Borealis.

Comet C/2012S1 (ISON) might become an extremely
bright comet in November and December. It has not
brightened as much as expected, but since the comet’s orbit
takes it very near the Sun, it might still become brighter than
Venus.  Keep watching the news for updates about this
comet.

Comet finder charts with current magnitudes can be
found on http://heavens-above.com/, which is an excel-
lent site for locator charts for many orbiting satellites.
Please be aware that overall comet magnitudes are averaged
over the area of the coma and nucleus of the comet, so
comets appear as a fainter smudge on the sky than its
magnitude indicates.

Eclipses

No eclipses are visible in our area this summer.
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Staff

*  *  *
The Monterey Institute for Research in Astronomy owns and operates

the Oliver Observing Station under permit from the U.S. Dept. of
Agriculture-Forest Service.

*  *  *
The Monterey Institute for Research in Astronomy owns and operates

the Richard W. Hamming Astronomy Center and the Ralph Knox Shops
through an arrangement with the U.S. Dept. of  Education.

Friends of Membership
I would like to become a Friend of MIRA and receive the quarterly
MIRA Newsletter.
Enclosed is my membership donation of $_______________
In addition, I am making a special contribution of ________

$2500 Associates Circle                   $100 Sponsor
$1000 Associate                              $50 Family
$500 Patron                                    $35 Member
$250 Sustaining                               $15 Student
MIRA welcomes cor porate and business members. Contributions

are tax deductible as allowed by law.

Name_________________________________________

Address_______________________________________

City, State, Zip___________________________________

Phone/e-mail____________________________________

Visit our Web site and Field Trips to the Stars:
www.mira.org

E-mail us at mira@mira.org

RETURN SERVICE
REQUESTED

200 Eighth Street
Marina, CA  93933

Monterey Institute for Research in Astronomy

(831) 883-1000
(fax) (831) 883-1031
www.mira.org

Gordon Jones, Chair, Board of Directors
Dr. Wm. Bruce Weaver, Astronomer & Director

Tami Huntley, Administrator
Dr. Arthur Babcock, Astronomer

Dr. Dean Bailey, Volunteer Researcher
Donna Ball, Office Volunteer

Elizabeth Cameron, OOS Caretaker
Dr. Craig Chester, Astronomer & President

Dr. Martin Cohen, Astronomer
Dr. Donna Dulo, Docent
Dr. James Eagle, Docent
Brian Jacobson, Docent

Gary Love, Physicist
Jim Neeland, Volunteer Systems Administrator
Dr. Whitney Shane, Astronomer and Charles

Hitchcock Adams Fellow
Joanna Sorci, Librarian

Dr. Russell Walker, Astronomer
Doug Warner, Volunteer Researcher

Thanks!

Welcome to our new Friends

Bob and Laurie Cochran
Charlie Glaudini

Jon Jennings
Sung Joong Kim


